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Hon Peter Malinauskas MP
Leader of the Opposition
Parliament House
North Terrace
ADELAIDE SA 5000

Sent by email: labor.leader@sa.gov.au

Dear Mr Malinauskas
Freedom of information application
I refer to your request received by the Department of the Premier and Cabinet (DPC)
seeking access under section 13 of the Freedom of Information Act 1991 (the Act) to:
Copies of any and all documents (including but not limited to physical, electronic, or
written briefs, minutes, emails, diary entries and any other correspondence) that relate to
proposals for:
(1) an investment fund to support start-ups and
(2) encouraging the use of state-based superannuation funds as investors in local
business
Under the Act, an agency has 30 days to respond to a freedom of information request.
As DPC did not respond to your request within the time frame required, the department is
deemed to have refused you access to all documents relevant to your application.
However, I have determined to process the request as if the statutory time frame had
been met.
A total of 7 documents were identified as answering the terms of your application and I
have determined as follows:
•
•
•

I grant you access in full to 2 documents, copies of which are enclosed;
I grant you access in part to 3 documents, copies of which are enclosed, and
I refuse you access to 2 documents.

Please refer to the attached schedule that describes each document and sets out my
determination and reasons in summary form.
Documents released in full
Documents 4 and 5
Documents released in part
Documents 3 and 6
For Official Use Only – I1 – A1

These documents contain information relating to the personal affairs of third parties,
namely mobile phone numbers. Under clause 6(1) of Schedule 1 of the Freedom of
Information Act 1991 (the Act), a document is exempt if its disclosure would involve the
‘unreasonable disclosure of information concerning the personal affairs of any person’. In
my view, it would be unreasonable to disclose these mobile phone numbers and I have
therefore determined to remove this information pursuant to clause 6(1) of the Act.
Document 7
This document consists of commercially sensitive information provided to the
Government and intended to remain confidential. It pertains to an analysis of the current
state of affairs with respect to the South Australian Venture Capital Fund (SAVCF).
The information if released would disclose expertise that is the commercial property of
the author. They operate in a niche competitive market and disclosure of this information
would substantially diminish the value of this expertise. Whilst I acknowledge the public
interest in analyses of the performance of a public initiative, the new structure of the
SAVCF has yet to be realised and there is potential for other commercial entities to use
this information to the financial detriment of its author. I have therefore determined to
exempt these documents pursuant to clause 7(1)(b) of the Act.
Documents refused in full
Documents 1 and 2
These documents consist of commercially sensitive information provided to the
Government and intended to remain confidential. They contain preliminary advice about
options for remodelling the SAVCF.
The information if released would disclose expertise that is the commercial property of
the author. They operate in a niche competitive market and disclosure of this information
would substantially diminish the value of this expertise. Whilst I acknowledge the public
interest in the exploration of potential avenues for the investment of state funds, the new
structure of the SAVCF has yet to be realised and there is potential for other commercial
entities to use this information to the financial detriment of its author. I have therefore
determined to exempt these documents pursuant to clause 7(1)(b) of the Act.
Exemptions
Clause 6 – Documents affecting personal affairs
(1)

A document is an exempt document if it contains matter the disclosure of which
would involve the unreasonable disclosure of information concerning the personal
affairs of any person (living or dead).

Clause 7 – Documents affecting business affairs
(1)

A document is an exempt document—
…
(b) if it contains matter—
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(i) consisting of information (other than trade secrets) that has a commercial
value to any agency or any other person; and
(ii) the disclosure of which—
(A)

could reasonably be expected to destroy or diminish the
commercial value of the information; and

(B)

would, on balance, be contrary to the public interest; or

FOI Disclosure Log
In compliance with Premier and Cabinet Circular PC045 - Disclosure Logs for NonPersonal Information Released through Freedom of Information (PC045), DPC is now
required to publish a log of all non-personal information released under the Freedom of
Information Act 1991.
In accordance with this Circular, any non-personal information determined for release as
part of this application, may be published on the DPC website. A copy of PC045 can be
found at the following address: http://dpc.sa.gov.au/what-we-do/services-forgovernment/premier-and-cabinet-circulars Please visit the website for further information.
Right to internal review
If you are aggrieved with this determination, you have a right to apply for internal review
under subsection 29(1) of the Act. Pursuant to subsection 29(2), your application must:
•
•
•

be in writing
be addressed to the principal officer, and
be lodged at an office of DPC, or emailed to DPCFOIUnit@sa.gov.au within 30
days after the day on which you receive this letter or within such further time as
the principal officer may allow.
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If you have any questions in relation to this matter, please contact Damian Gilbert,
Freedom of Information Officer, on telephone (08) 8429 5489 or via email at
damian.gilbert@sa.gov.au.

Yours sincerely

Kelly Biggins
ACCREDITED FOI OFFICER
Encl

Schedule of documents
Documents for release
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SCHEDULE OF DOCUMENTS—DPC19/1689
Freedom of information application from Peter Malinauskas MP seeking access to:
Copies of any and all documents (including but not limited to physical, electronic, or written briefs, minutes, emails, diary entries and any other
correspondence) that relate to proposals for:
(1) an investment fund to support start-ups and
(2) encouraging the use of state-based superannuation funds as investors in local business
No.

Date

Document description

Exemption
clauses

Released (part/full/refused)

1.

11/06/2019

Email

7(1)(b) – Business
affairs

Refused in full

Attachment to document 1

7(1)(b) – Business
affairs

Refused in full

Email – Re: SA Venture Capital
Plan

6(1) – Personal
affairs

Released in part

South Australia Innovation
Fund (Tracking Changes)
Attachment to document 3
South Australia Innovation
Fund
Attachment to document 3
Email – RE: Brief report on
SAVCF

N/A

Released in full

N/A

Released in full

6(1) – Personal
affairs

Released in part

SAVCF
Attachment to document 6

7(1)(b) – Business
affairs

Released in part

2.
3.

15/07/2019

4.

5.

6.
7.

17/06/2019

For Official Use Only – I1 – A1
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Oates, Jennifer (DPC)
McDowell, Jim (DPC)
Monday, 15 July 2019 12:59 PM
Marty Gauvin
Re: SA Venture Capital Plan

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Good by me Marty.
Sent from my Whone
On 10 Jul 2019, at 17:34, Marty Gauvin <martv.gauvin@virtualark.com> wrote:
Hi Jim
I hope your trip is going well. I've attached a draft document I intend to provide to Raymond for him
to edit and then provide to Government.
George and Jim are also taking a look at it. Please let me know if there's anything that you think I
should change.
Regards
Marty

'ViO EA

rk

Marty Gauvin
President and CEO

Office

+618 72000800

email: martv.gauvin@virtualark.com

Mobile

Clause 6(1)

skype: marty.gauvin.virtualark
web: www.virtualark.com

<South Australian Innovation Investment Fund.docx>
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-2South Australia Innovation Investment
Fund
Executive Summary
After two years of operation. the impending inability of Blue Sky Venture Capital Pty Ltd (BSVCPL) to
be able to service its agreement with the South Australian Government for the South Australian
Venture Capital Fund (SAVCF), provides an opportunity to adjust this program based upon
experience to date and new priorities and focus brought about by a range of developments in the
entrepreneurial ecosystem in South Australia in the past year.
Benefits delivered by a change in program:
•

Deploy Get-much needed capital deplored-more quickly to benefit local high growth
innovative companies

•

Deliver the additional policy outcome of encouraging and supporting a South Australian
Venture Capital industry

•

Use an industry standard structure that makes it easier for co-investors and companies to
understand

•

Provide the means of inviting other investors (such as large super funds) into the industry
standard structure established by the SA Government thereby providing a vehicle for them
to invest across the sector in SA.

•

These new arrangements will continue to show on the state's capital account as investment
as the SA Government is aiming to generate a return.

A two stage process is proposed:
1.

Replace BSVCPL with another neutral entity that takes on all of the responsibilities currently
covered by BSVCPL apart from the requirement to co-invest alongside SAVCFi. The SAVCF
advisory board will remain in place and continue to be responsible for recommending
Commented [Ml]: Same people on the Board?

investment decisions.I
2. [After the second first stage has been finalised move the SAVCF funds to an Australian Fund
of Funds (AFOF) structure from where, rather than investing directly in South Australian
companies it will invest in registered South Australian based Early Stage Venture Capital

Commented [M2]: First phase?

Limited Partnerships (Venture Capital Funds). These funds will then have greater capacity to
accelerate the growth and development of South Australian innovative high growth
companies. This document uses the working title South Australian Innovation Investment
Fund (SAIIF) for this stage.
These adjustments are important as South Australia still lags behind the eastern states in the
availability of patient risk capital.
These changes will reduce the direct cost to government by approximately 75% while
accelerating the rate at which capital is deployed. This plan will target getting all funds deployed to
VC funds in SA within 3 years and invested into new companies within 7 years.

t
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Introduction
During 2015 and 2016, the South Australian Government engaged Redfire Consulting Group to
provide advice on how to increase the level of entrepreneurial activity in South Australia. In
particular they were engaged to evaluate the South Australian early stage innovation ecosystem and
Government funded programs. The final report in this series was published in January 2016.
In July 2017 the Wetherill Government of South Australia announced the formation of the South
Australian Venture Capital Fund (SAVCF) a $50M fund to help build dynamic and innovative earlystage companies to accelerate their growth to a national and global scale.
The SAVCF wais designed to:
•
•
•

enable innovative South Australian ventures to secure funding and accelerate growth into
national and global markets, stimulating economic activity and job creation
strengthen the competitiveness of local early-stage entrepreneurs and companies to attract
private sources of co-investment from national and international investors, and
earn a commercial rate of return for investors, including the South Australian Government,
and commensurate with industry standards for early-stage venture capital funds.

The SAVCF has been structured as a co-investment fund, requiring each initial investment into an
eligible company to be matched with at least 50% investment from other venture capital funds, high
net-worth's or other sophisticated investors.
After two years of operation, the impending inability of Blue Sky Venture Capital Pty Ltd (Blue Sky) to
be able to service its agreement with the South Australian Government for the South Australian
Venture Capital Fund (SAVCF4r provides an opportunity to adjust this program based upon
experience to date and new priorities and focus brought about by a range of developments in the
entrepreneurial ecosystem in South Australia in the past year.
SAVCF has brought patient risk capital into the South Australian market for the first time since the
end of Playford Capital ceased investment in 2010. This is an important initiative as it is currently the
only mechanism whereby the share of Australian Venture Capital that goes to South Australian
businesses can be increased. That amount is currently sits at 0.88% of the current national total.

Current State' The SAVCF is not an entity. It consists of three parts:
•

An agreement between Blue Sky Venture Capital Pty Ltd and the SA Government.

•

An advisory board constituted by the SA Government.

•

An account in treasury earmarked for the purpose of fulfilling the objectives of the fund.

Blue Sky FeGe mendation recommends investments to the advisory board. if the advisory board
agree then a request is madke to the treasurer to release the funds and make the investment,
Investments can only proceed if:
•

each initial investment into an eligible company is matched with at least 50% investment
from other venture capital funds, high net-worth's or other sophisticated investors.

•

the eligible company meets the investment criteria at the time of the investment.

3
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Eligible companies are those that sit within the investment mandate of SAVCF which is:
1.
2.

Invest in late seed or Series A rounds
Invest in companies that meet conditions generally consistent with Eligible Venture Capital
Investments in the Commonwealth Legislation (ITAA 97, s118-425)

3.

Invest in companies that have 50% of their assets and 50% of their staff located in South
Australia during a period that ends 12 months from the initial investment date

The investment criteria are:
Market size —A large addressable market, preferably global, but domestic opportunities to be
considered if the potential market size is sufficiently large.
Serving a market need —A product or service offering with a demonstrated ability to meet an
existing or emerging market need (preferably through demonstrated sales to arms-length customers
-

and rapid revenue growth).

Competitive advantage —A clear thesis on the sources of the business' competitive advantage, and
the sustainability/defensibility of this competitive advantage, e.g. intellectual property protection;
network economics; brand; economies of scale.
Highly scalable—Ability to scale rapidly in a capital efficient way
Strong, aligned management team -Led by a very high quality management team (preferably with
a track record of building and exiting early stage businesses) wh strong alignment around strategy,
exit timelines, and personal values, and a strong commitment to active involvement from Blue Sky.
Clear exit path —A clear path to a liquidity event, through a trade sale, iP.-O, secondary transaction or
alternative exit mechanism, with a clear and credible buyer universe and potential returns
commensurate with the risk being taken
In the first two years of operation $4M has been invested into two companies with a third
investment being made lust after the second anniversary.

4
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Venture Capital Industry Practice
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Adopting,Limited Partnerships
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In Australia there are nqw nearly 100 venture capital funds investing or raising capital. The total
capital invested each year now exceeds $18. Almost all of that capital is held in structures called
'Limited Partnerships'. Limited Partnerships were the original structures used for pooled venture
capital investment in the US and they are now used across the world as the most suitable structure
forthis type of investment. Investors that operate using a different structure are harder to
incorporate into an investment round (more complex legals, etc) and they thereby create a small but
definite disincentive to co-invest. The 5AVCF currentiv operates outside of this framework so an
opportunity exists for South Australia close this gap.
A Ulmited Rpartnership consists of one or more 'General Partners' that take on the responsibility
and liability of running the entity and one or more 'Limited Partners' that have their liability limited
to the amount they have invested in much the same way as a shareholder in a company has their
liability limited to the value_ of their shares. Limited Partnerships are known entities that are well
understood by companies seeking capital, co-investors and their advisors.
Limited Partners commit to invest capital by means of a Partnership Deed. This also governs the way
in which funds are distributed to Limited Partners from the sale of investee companies.
Limited Partnerships have been used successfuliv across Australia since In Australia the Venture
, together with enabling state
- Capital Act 2002 (VC Act) established them '--'
government legislation. -This act also provided a range of tax incentives for Limited Partners who
invest in limited partnerships that invest in Eligible Venture Capital Investments.
The VC Act further established a class of limited partnerships called Early Stage Venture Capital
Limited Partnerships (ESVCLP). In return for a focus upon early stage (and hence riskier) investment,

i

ESVCLPs and their investors are eligible for a wide range of tax incentives. In essence, no investor
into an ESVCLP pays tax at any stage on their investment and they receive a 10% tax credit on any
amount they invest. The ESVCLP program has been very successful interstate with 60 registered
funds managing more than 1.613 of committed capital.
All of these fund managers (bar one) are based in Sydney, Melbourne and Brisbane. Accordingly that
is where the bulk of venture capital investment takes place. This plan proposes a mechanism to
correct this imbalance by using a model that has worked very successfullyfor the Commonwealth.

The SAVCF currently operates outside of this framework.
Timeline
fFormatted: Heading 1

New priorities
Since the establishment of the SAVCF which has provided the only source of local capital for the past
two years, two new priorities have emerged. Specifically;n
Get funds to where ncededSouth Australia is still a long way behind its share of

t

venture capital investment which is continuing to supress the number of irivestible startups
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coming from this state.
®

Encourage the development of an SA Venture Capital industrySouth Australia (and
in-fact all states outside of NSW, Vic and Qld) lacks a Venture Capital industry of any kind. In
this case a Venture Capital Industry wouldconsist of two or more funds with at least one of
them being operated entirely by South Australians and with all parts of the fund's operations
from sourcing and managing investment to sourcing and managing capital is based in SA.

A local manager (or managers) who are able to invest in companies that they can drive to and who's
circumstances they understand because they live in the same environment is critical to this. US
research has demonstrated this and it has proven to be the case in Australia where in 2017 the
Australian Investment Council reported that 49% of all VC investments occurred in NSW which is
where 68% of the VC funds are based.
The example of Playford Capital which operated in South Australia from to 2002 to 2013 as a
government supported fund manager that invested a small amount of Commonwealth money
demonstrated that a.local manager is necessary to help South Australian startups tap into foreign
and interstate pools of-capital. That Plavford investees raised over $100M of co-investment was
significantly due to the ability of the Hayford team to locally keep an on eye on the investees and
give comfort to the other investors.
The need to disengage from Blue Sky creates an opportunity to broaden the program to encompass
these two priorities.
------j Formatted: Heading 1
Other jurisdictions
IIF
BTF
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The New South Australian Venture Capital Fund — Regular Venture
Ca p iU
Ncw'permancnt' structureSouth Australian Innovation Investment
Fund (SAIIF)
It is proposed to restructure the SAVCF program as an AFOF (Australian Fund of Funds) that will
invest in eligible Venture Capital Funds rather than investing into investee companies directly. It is
modelled upon the successful design of the IIF and BTF programs with some enhancements to make
it work better in a state government context. In this way the program will support the parallel aims
of growing the pool of capital available to back SA startups and the development of a Venture
Capital industry in South Australia.
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Why a now structureAustralian Fund of Funds Structure
,The Australian Venture Capital Fund of Funds,(AFOF). program provides a structure that encourages

r__ -

investment in a portfolio of registered Early Stage Venture Capital Limited Partnerships (ESVCLPs)
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and Venture Capital Limited Partnerships (VCLPs).
An AFOF can also invest in eligible direct investments of those funds. To be eligible, the direct
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investment must be in a company or unit trust in which the AFOF-partnered ESVCLP or VCLP already
owns an eligible venture capital investment.
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An AFOF provides diversification and flexibility for the fund and its investors and may help larger
venture capital funds reduce and manage risk.
By making SAIIF an AFOF the South Australian Government will;
blign with industry practice —theAFOF is a Limited Partnership and invests in Limited Partnerships
Engage private capital — Funds that SAIIF invests in must have already raised at least $10M of capital

-
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in order.to be registered. Furthermore the SA Governmentcan also invite other Limited Partners
(such as large super funds) to join the AFOF and thereby gain exposure to a diverse range of
innovative South Australian companies.
Develop and guide Venture Capital in South Australia —As a significant LP (limited partner) of all
ESVCLP funds based in South Australia, the AFOF can influence investment plans to encourage
collaboration, increase diversity and provide capital to meet key policy objectives. The AFOF can also
professionals to assist the new South Australian based fund managers
engage experienced in
in which it invests.
The General Partner of the AFOF (subject to advice of the Crown Solicitor) should be a capable
experienced Venture Capital firm (Australian or International) that can assist SA based fund
managers through engagement with their broad global network and experience. This will not be a
full time or SA based position.
The first Limited Partner of the AFOF will be SAFA. Other limited partners can be invited in later and
this provides a good pathway to assist those organisations the Government is happy to co-invest
with (such as large super funds) to gain exposure to the entire SAVCF portfolio. As is clear through
the Limited Partnership structure, there will be no relationship between SAFA and any other limited
partners that may be added later.
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Investment Mandate of SAIIF
SAIIF will invest in ESVCLPs that are based in South Australia. It is recommended that this be limited
to funds that conduct all of their operations in South Australia but other funds that have a key South
Australian focus could be invested in by ministerial approval.
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The amount invested into each fund will be recommended to the minister by the SAIIF advisory
board taking into account:
o

The capability and experience of the fund managers

®

The quality of the investment plan and its relevance to the strategic goals of South Australia

®

The level of private capital that has been raised
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Clearly this investment mandate will mean that SAIIF will be investing in first-time investment
managers. This is more of an opportunity than a risk. In 2017 Prequin reported that, '`Despite the__ __- many obstacles that emerging fund managers face, first-time venture capital funds of vintage 2010
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or older have generated substantially higher median returns than vehicles run by experienced
managers. In fact, first-time venture capital funds of all vintage years between 2006 and 2014,
except for 2008 and 2009, have outperformed non-first-time funds.",
Accordingly the likely returns to the SA Government from SAIIF are likely to be at least as high as the
returns anticipated from the existing SAVCF.
A number of groups in South Australia are now, reaching the point where they are considering raising
a pooled early stage fund of some kind. These managers are capable as they have experience either
in overseas and interstate funds, in a lengthy program of angel investment or they were part of
Plavford Capital.
Formatted: Heading 2

Fund Advisor
It is proposed to conduct a procurement process to select an experienced and high profile fund
manager in Venture Capital (either from Australia or overseas) to assist in the administration of the
AFOF but, more importantly, to provide advice and assistance directly and through their network to
the fund that SAIIF invests in. The fee for this is likely to be around $250k p.a. or 0,5% of the SAIIF
initial committed capital of $50M.

.------ f Formatted: Heading 2

Existing Investments
In addition to making investments in (ESVCLP and VCLP) funds, AFOFs can invest directly in
companies that one of their ESVCLP or VCLP funds have invested in. Hence the cleanest way to deal
with existing investments in Myriota, Kid Sense and Fivecast is for a fund in which the new AFOF
invests to make an (at least nominal) investment into each of these companies. The Government can
then contribute the equity it holds in these companies to the AFOF.
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Current Staff
The current staff of SAVCF have built a level of knowledge about a group of startup businesses in
South Australia that can benefit the funds that the new AFOF will invest in, During and after
transition, the new AFOF will encourage those funds in which it invests to engage the current staff
members on a full time, part time or contracted basis in order to maximise continuity without the SA
Government stepping beyond the bounds of its role as a limited partner in the new structure.

Transition and Timeline
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In the short term there is a need to replace BSVCPL with another entity that will take on all of the
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responsibilities currently covered by BSVCPL apart from the requirement to co-invest alongside
SAVCF~. the SAVCF advisory board will remain in place and continue to be responsible for
recommending investment decisions. he selection of this entity is outside of the scope of this paper

1 https://www.valuewalk.com/2017/11/first-time-venture-capital-funds-see-strong-performance/
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but this transition step should retain the staff and existing relationships while the next step is
established.
The establishment of the AFOF is fairly straightforward. An application is made to Ausindustry which
is then forwarded to the decision making body, the Innovation Investment Committee. The VC Act
requires a decision to be made within 60 days of receipt of a complete application.
Accordingly the AFOF based SAIIF should be able to be completely in-place within six months.
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Appendix
Local Bias in Venture Capital Investments
Abstract:
This paper examines local bias in the context of venture capital (VC) investments. Based on a sample of
U.S. VC investments between 1980 and June 2009. we find more reputable VCs (older, larger, more
experienced, and with stronger IPO track record) and VCs with broader networks exhibit less local bias.
Staging and specialization in technology industries increase VCs' local bias. We also find that the VC
exhibits stronger local bias when it acts as the lead VC and when it is investing alone. Finally, we show
that distance matters for the eventual performance of VC investments.
Article in Journal of Empirical Finance 17(3):362-380 • June 2010
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/46506920 Local Bias in Venture Capital Investments

Examples from other jurisdictions
The combination of the new priorities together with those originally envisaged for ESVCLP are similar
to those that have been addressed by Commonwealth Government programs in the past. These
programs can provide some valuable insights.
Innovation Investment Fund (IIF)
The IIF program distributed funds to fund managers from 1998 to 2007. Since funds then operate for
ten years the program will ultimately end in
The oblectives of the.program were to:
(a) encourage the development of small new technology companies commercialising
research and development (R&D), by addressing capital and management constraints;
(b) develop a self-sustaining Australian early stage, technology-based venture capital
industry,
(c) develop fund managers with experience in the early stage venture capital industry; and
(d) establish a 'revolving' or self-funding program in the medium term.
Fund managers are licensed by the Board to participate in the program for a 10-year period,
following a competitive selection process. Each fund manager sets up an accredited IIF managed
fund, comprising Commonwealth and private sector investments (the latter are sourced by the fund
managers as a requirement of the licensing process). The fund managers role is to identify
companies meeting the eligibility criteria set out in the licensing agreement with the
Commonwealth, and then to invest equity capital in such companies, if they consider the investment
will deliver appropriate returns.
F

Year
announced
1998
2001
2006
2008

Round

3/1
3/2

Funds
awarded

4
3
11

C'wealth
funds
allocated
$130M
$90,7M
$40M
$40M

Private funs
invested
$65M j
$68.3M
$40M
$40M

TOTAL
I
$215M]
$159M
$80M
$80M

i

3/3
$601A J
$60M
$120M
2011
3
$100M 1
$100M I
$200M
2012
3/4
31
$460.7M I
$373.3M I
$854M
TOTAL
The Commonwealth is the major investor in IIF funds. It provides up to $2 of Commonwealth money
for every $1 of private investment (later adiusted progressively to $1 for every $1). When a fund
makes a return, the Commonwealth and the private investors expect repayment of capital, plus
interest, calculated at the long-term bond rate. In addition, excess profits (that is, profits afterthe
return of capital plus interest) are typically distributed as follows:

a

10 per cent to the Commonwealth;

•

72 per cent to the private investors; and

•

18 per cent to the fund managers.

By mid-2013 $156M had been returned to the Commonwealth from the IIF program.
From 2011 the program ceased to have a bias towards first time fund managers.
The IIF program supported 16 fund managers who now either directly or indirectly through funds
created by their former staff represent more than half of the 60 venture funds operating in Australia.
Since 2011 all IIFs have been structured as ESVCLPs.
The IIF program demonstrates:
+
1. That Government involvement can help attract private capital to invest.
2. That the program resulted in the formation bf a number of professional management teams.
3. That a program such as this can back notable companies that create lobs and exports.
4. That Government can receive a positive-return from its involvement. The Commonwealth
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has received more than $120M above the capital invested rh the first two rounds of the
program.
Biomedical Translation Fund (BTF)
In late 2015 the Commonwealth Government announced that the Biomedical Translation Fund
would be created as a 'late stage' venture capital fund under the IIF model to support innovative
biomedical companies. Three.fund managers raised private capital to match the government's
$250M contribution leading to a total $500M pool of capital.
Two of the three funds are structured as ESVCLPs.
All three funds are based.in the eastern states and of the fourteen investments made to date none
have been to companies based in South Australia.

Data on First Time Fund Managers
This is shown in these two charts:
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Fig,]: Median Net IRRs of Venture Capital Funds byVlntage Year
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Fig. 2: Risk/Return Profile of Venture Capital Funds (Vintages 2006-2014)
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South Australia Innovation Investment
Fund
Executive Summary
After two years of operation, the impending inability of Blue Sky Venture Capital Pty Ltd (BSVCPL) to
be able to service its agreement with the South Australian Government for the South Australian
Venture Capital Fund (SAVCF), provides an opportunity to adjust this program based upon
experience to date and new priorities and focus brought about by a range of developments in the
entrepreneurial ecosystem in South Australia in the past year.
Benefits delivered by a change in program:
•
•

Deploy much needed capital more quickly to benefit local high growth innovative companies
Deliver the additional policy outcome of encouraging and supporting a South Australian
Venture Capital industry

•

Use an industry standard structure that makes it easier for co-investors and companies to
-

understand
•

Provide the means of inviting other investors (such as large super funds) into the industry
standard structure established by the SA Government, thereby providing a vehicle for them

•

These new arrangements will continue to show on the state's capital account as investment

to invest across the sector in SA.
as the SA Government is aiming to generate a return.
A two stage process is proposed:
1.

Replace BSVCPL with another neutral entity that takes on all of the responsibilities currently
covered by BSVCPL apart from the requirement to co-invest alongside SAVCF. The SAVCF
advisory board will remain in place and continue to be responsible for recommending
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investment decisions.
After the first stage has been finalised move the SAVCF funds to an Australian Fund of Funds
(AFOF) structure from where, rather than investing directly in South Australian companies it
will invest in registered South Australian based Early Stage Venture Capital Limited
Partnerships (Venture Capital Funds). These funds will then have greater capacity to
accelerate the growth and development of South Australian innovative high growth
companies. This document uses the working title South Australian Innovation Investment
Fund (SAIIF) for this stage.

These adjustments are important as South Australia still lags behind the eastern states in the
availability of patient risk capital.
These changes will reduce the direct cost to government by approximately 75% while accelerating
the rate at which capital is deployed. This plan will target getting all funds deployed to VC funds in
SA within 3 years and invested into new companies within 7 years.
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Introduction
During 2015 and 2016, the South Australian Government engaged Redfire Consulting Group to
provide advice on how to increase the level of entrepreneurial activity in South Australia. In
particular they were engaged to evaluate the South Australian early stage innovation ecosystem and
Government funded programs. The final report in this series was published in January 2016.
In July 2017 the Wetherill Government of South Australia announced the formation of the South
Australian Venture Capital Fund (SAVCF) a $50M fund to help build dynamic and innovative earlystage companies to accelerate their growth to a national and global scale.
The SAVCF was designed to:
•
•
•

enable innovative South Australian ventures to secure funding and accelerate growth into
national and global markets, stimulating economic activity and job creation
strengthen the competitiveness of local early-stage entrepreneurs and companies to attract
private sources of co-investment from national and international investors, and
earn a commercial rate of return for investors, including the South Australian Government,
and commensurate with industry standards for early-stage venture capital funds.

The SAVCF has been structured as a co-investment fund, requiring each initial investment into an
eligible company to be matched with at least 50% investment from other venture capital funds, high
net-worth's or other sophisticated investors.
After two years of operation, the impending inability of Blue Sky Venture Capital Pty Ltd (Blue Sky) to
be able to service its agreement with the South Australian Government for the SAVCF, provides an
opportunity to adjust this program based upon experience to date and new priorities and focus
brought about by a range of developments in the entrepreneurial ecosystem in South Australia in
the past year.
SAVCF
end

has brought patient risk capital into the South Australian market for the first time since the

of Playford Capital ceased investment in 2010. This is an important initiative as it is currently the

only mechanism whereby the share of Australian Venture Capital that goes to South Australian
businesses can be increased. That amount is 0.88% of the current national total.

Current State
The SAVCF is not an entity. It consists of three parts:
•

An agreement between Blue Sky Venture Capital Pty Ltd and the SA Government.

•

An advisory board constituted by the SA Government.

•

An account in treasury earmarked for the purpose of fulfilling the objectives of the fund.

Blue Sky recommends investments to the advisory board. If the advisory board agree then a request
is made to the treasurer to release the funds and make the investment. Investments can only
proceed if:
•

each initial investment into an eligible company is matched with at least 50% investment
from other venture capital funds, high net-worth's or other sophisticated investors.

•

the eligible company meets the investment criteria at the time of the investment.
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Eligible companies are those that sit within the investment mandate of SAVCF which is:
1.

Invest in late seed or Series A rounds

2.

Invest in companies that meet conditions generally consistent with Eligible Venture Capital
Investments in the Commonwealth Legislation (ITAA 97, s118-425)

3.

Invest in companies that have 50% of their assets and 50% of their staff located in South
Australia during a period that ends 12 months from the initial investment date

The investment criteria are:
Market size — A large addressable market, preferably global, but domestic opportunities to be

considered if the potential market size is sufficiently large.
Serving a market need — A product or service offering with a demonstrated ability to meet an
existing or emerging market need (preferably through demonstrated sales to arms-length customers
and rapid revenue growth).
Competitive advantage — A clear thesis on the sources of the business' competitive advantage, and
the sustainability/defensibility of this competitive advantage, e.g. intellectual property protection;
network economics; brand; economies of scale.
Highly scalable — Ability to scale rapidly in a capital efficient way
Strong, aligned management team - Led by a very high quality management team (preferably with
a track record of building and exiting early stage businesses) with strong alignment around strategy,
exit timelines, and personal values, and a strong commitment to active involvement from Blue Sky.
Clear exit path — A clear path to a liquidity event, through 'a trade sale, IFO, secondary transaction or
alternative exit mechanism, with a clear and credible buyer universe and potential returns
commensurate with the risk being taken
In the first two years of operation $4M has been invested into two companies with a third
investment being made just after the second anniversary.
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Venture Capital Industry Practice
In Australia there are nearly 100 venture capital funds investing or raising capital. The total capital
invested each year now exceeds $113. Almost all of that capital is held in structures called 'Limited
Partnerships'. Limited Partnerships were the original structures used for pooled venture capital
investment in the US and they are now used across the world as the most suitable structure for this
type of investment. Investors that operate using a different structure are harder to incorporate into
an investment round (more complex legals, etc) and they thereby create a small but definite
disincentive to co-invest. The SAVCF currently operates outside of this framework so an opportunity
exists for South Australia close this gap.
A Limited Partnership consists of one or more 'General Partners' that take on the responsibility and
liability of running the entity and one or more 'Limited Partners' that have their liability limited to
the amount they have invested in much the same way as a shareholder in a company has their
liability limited to the value of their shares. Limited Partnerships are known entities that are well
understood by companies seeking capital, co-investors and their advisors.
Limited Partners commit to invest capital by means of a Partnership Deed. This also governs the way
in which funds are distributed to Limited Partners from the sale of investee companies.
Limited Partnerships have been used successfully across Australia since the Venture Capital-Act 2002
(VC Act) established them, together with enabling state government legislation. This act also
provided a range of tax incentives for Limited Partners who invest in limited partnerships that invest
in Eligible Venture Capital Investments.
The VC Act further established a class of limited partnerships called Early Stage Venture Capital
Limited Partnerships (ESVCLP). In return for a focus upon early stage (and hence riskier) investment,
ESVCLPs and their investors are eligible for a wide range of tax incentives. In essence, no investor
into an ESVCLP pays tax at any stage on their investment and they receive a 10% tax. credit on any
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amount they invest. The ESVCLP program has been very successful interstate with 60 registered
funds managing more than 1.613 of committed capital.
All of these fund managers (bar one) are based in Sydney, Melbourne and Brisbane. Accordingly that
is where the bulk of venture capital investment takes place. This plan proposes a mechanism to
correct this imbalance by using a model that has worked very successfully for the Commonwealth.

New priorities
Since the establishment of the SAVCF which has provided the only source of local capital for the past
two years, two new priorities have emerged. Specifically;
®

South Australia is still a long way behind its share of venture capital investment which is

®

South Australia (and in-fact all states outside of NSW, Vic and Qld) lacks a Venture Capital

continuing to supress the number of investible startups coming from this state.
industry of any kind. In this case a Venture Capital Industry would consist of two or more
funds with at least one of them being operated entirely by South Australians and with all
parts of the fund's operations from sourcing and managing investment to sourcing and
managing capital is based in SA.
A local manager (or managers) who are able to invest in companies that they can drive to and who's
circumstances they understand because they live in the same environment is critical to this. US
research has demonstrated this and it has proven to be the case in Australia where in 2017 the
Australian Investment Council reported that 49% of all VC investments occurred in NSW which is
where 68% of the VC funds are based.
The example of Playford Capital which operated in South Australia from to 2002 to 2013 as a
government supported fund manager that invested

a small amount of Commonwealth money

demonstrated that a local manager is necessary to help South Australian startups tap into foreign
and interstate pools of capital. That Playford investees raised over $100M of co-investment was
significantly due to the ability of the Playford team to locally keep an on eye on the investees and
give comfort to the other investors.
The need

to disengage from Blue Sky creates an opportunity to broaden the program to encompass

these two priorities.

The New South Australian Venture Capital Fund — South Australian
Innovation Investment Fund (SAIIF)
It is proposed to restructure the SAVCF program as an AFOF (Australian Fund of Funds) that will
invest in eligible Venture Capital Funds rather than investing into investee companies directly. It is
modelled upon the successful design of the IIF and BTF programs with some enhancements to make
it work better in a state government context. In this way the program will support the parallel aims
of growing the pool of capital available to back SA startups and the development of a Venture
Capital industry in South Australia.
Australian Fund of Funds Structure
The Australian Venture Capital Fund of Funds (AFOF) program provides a structure that encourages
investment in a portfolio of registered Early Stage Venture Capital Limited Partnerships (ESVCLPs)
and Venture Capital Limited Partnerships (VCLPs).
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An AFOF can also invest in eligible direct investments of those funds. To be eligible, the direct
investment must be in a company or unit trust in which the AFOF-partnered ESVCLP or VCLP already
owns an eligible venture capital investment.
An AFOF provides diversification and flexibility for the fund and its investors and may help larger
venture capital funds reduce and manage risk.
By making SAIIF an AFOF the South Australian Government will:
Align with industry practice — the AFOF is a Limited Partnership and invests in Limited Partnerships
Engage private capital — Funds that SAIIF invests in must have already raised at least $10M of capital

in order to be registered. Furthermore the SA Government can also invite other Limited Partners
(such as large super funds) to join the AFOF and thereby gain exposure to a diverse range of
innovative South Australian companies.
Develop and guide Venture Capital in South Australia — As a significant LP (limited partner) of all

ESVCLP funds based in South Australia, the AFOF can influence investment plans to encourage
collaboration, increase diversity and provide capital to meet key policy objectives. The AFOF can also
engage experienced industry professionals to assist the new South Australian based fund managers
in which it invests.
The General Partner of the AFOF (subject to advice of the Crown Solicitor) should be a capable
experienced Venture Capital firm (Australian or International) that can assist SA based fund
managers through engagement with their broad global network and experience. This will not be a
full time or SA based position.
The first Limited Partner of the AFOF will be SAFA. Other limited partners can be invited in later and
this provides a good pathway to assist those organisations the Government is happy to co-invest
with (such as large super funds) to gain exposure to the entire SAVCF portfolio. As is clear through
the Limited Partnership structure, there will be no relationship between SAFA and any other limited
partners that may be added later.
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Proposed Structure

With Optional Components
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Investment Mandate of SAIIF
SAIIF will invest in ESVCLPs that are based in South Australia. It is recommended that this be limited
to funds that conduct all of their operations in South Australia but other funds that have a key South
Australian focus could be invested in by ministerial approval.
The amount invested into each fund will be recommended to the minister by the SAIIF advisory
board taking into account:
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•

The capability and experience of the fund managers

•

The quality of the investment plan and its relevance to the strategic goals of South Australia

•

The level of private capital that has been raised

Clearly this investment mandate will mean that SAIIF will be investing in first-time investment
managers. This is more of an opportunity than a risk. In 2017 Prequin reported that, "Despite the
many obstacles that emerging fund managers face, first-time venture capital funds of vintage 2010
or older have generated substantially higher median returns than vehicles run by experienced
managers. In fact, first-time venture capital funds of all vintage years between 2006 and 2014,
except for 2008 and 2009, have outperformed non-first-time funds."'
Accordingly the likely returns to the SA Government from SAIIF are likely to be at least as high as the
returns anticipated from the existing SAVCF.
A number of groups in South Australia are now reaching the point where they are considering raising
a pooled early stage fund of some kind. These managers are capable as they have experience either
in overseas and interstate funds, in a lengthy program of angel investment or they were part of
Playford Capital
Fund Advisor
It is proposed to conduct a procurement process to select an experienced and high profile fund
manager in Venture Capital (either from Australia or overseas) to assist in the administration of the
AFOF but, more importantly, to provide advice and assistance directly and through their network to
the fund that SAIIF invests in. The fee for this is likely to be around $250k p.a. or 0.5% of the SAIIF
initial committed capital -of$50M.

-

Existing Investments
In addition to making investments

in

companies that one of their ESVCLP

(ESVCLP and VCLP) funds, AFOFs can invest directly in

or

VCLP funds have invested in. Hence the cleanest way to deal

with existing investments in Myriota, Kid Sense and Fivecast is for a fund in which the new AFOF
invests to make an (at least nominal) investment into each of these companies. The Government can
then contribute the equity it holds in these companies to the AFOF.
Current Staff
The current staff of SAVCF have built a level of knowledge about a group of startup businesses in
South Australia that can benefit the funds that the new AFOF will invest in. During and after
transition, the new AFOF will encourage those funds in which it invests to engage the current staff
members on a full time, part time or contracted basis in order to maximise continuity without the SA
Government stepping beyond the bounds of its role as a limited partner in the new structure.
Transition and Timeline
In the short term there is a need to replace BSVCPL with another entity that will take on all of the
responsibilities currently covered by BSVCPL apart from the requirement to co-invest alongside
SAVCF. The SAVCF advisory board will remain in place and continue to be responsible for
recommending investment decisions. The selection of this entity is outside of the scope of this paper
but this transition step should retain the staff and existing relationships while the next step is
established.

1 https://www.valuewalk.com/ 2017/11/ first-time-venture-capital-funds-see-strong-performance/
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The establishment of the AFOF is fairly straightforward. An application is made to Auslndustry which
is then forwarded to the decision making body, the Innovation Investment Committee. The VC Act
requires a decision to be made within 60 days of receipt of a complete application.
Accordingly the AFOF based SAIIF should be able to be completely in-place within six months.
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Appendix
Local Bias in Venture Capital Investments
Abstract:
This paper examines local bias in the context of venture capital (VC) investments. Based on a sample of
U.S. VC investments between 1980 and June 2009, we find more reputable VCs (older, larger, more
experienced, and with stronger IPO track record) and VCs with broader networks exhibit less local bias.
Staging and specialization in technology industries increase VCs' local bias. We also find that the VC
exhibits stronger local bias when it acts as the lead VC and when it is investing alone. Finally, we show
that distance matters for the eventual performance of VC investments.
Article

h?

Journal of Empirical Finance 17(3):362 380 • June 2010

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/46506920 Local Bias in .Venture Capital Investments

Examples from other jurisdictions
The combination of the new priorities together with those originally envisaged for ESVCLP are similar
to those that have been addressed by Commonwealth Government_ programs in the past. These
programs can provide some valuable insights.
Innovation Investment Fund (IIF) _
The IIF program distributed funds to fund managers from 1998 to 2007. Since funds then operate for

ten years the program will ultimately end inThe objectives of the program were to:
(a) encourage the development of small new technology companies commercialising
research and development (R&D), by addressing capital and management constraints;

(b) develop a self-sustaining Australian early stage, technology-based venture capital
industry;
(c) develop fund managers with experience in the early stage venture capital industry; and
(d) establish a 'revolving' or self-funding program in the medium term.
Fund managers are licensed by the Board to participate in the program for a 10-year period,
following a competitive selection process. Each fund manager sets up an accredited IIF managed
fund, comprising Commonwealth and private sector investments (the latter are sourced by the fund

managers as a requirement of the licensing process). The fund manager's role is to identify
companies meeting the eligibility criteria set out in the licensing agreement with the
Commonwealth, and then to invest equity capital in such companies, if they consider the investment
will deliver appropriate returns.
r
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1998
2001
2006
2008

1
2
3/1
3/2

+

5
4
4
3
10

$130M j
$90.7M
$40M
$40M

$65M
$68.3M
$40M
$40M

$215M
$159M
$80M
$80M]

2011
3/3
3
$60M
$60M
$120M
2012
3/4
3
$loom
$100M
$200M
TOTAL
$460.7M
$373.3M
$854M
The Commonwealth is the major investor in IIF funds. It provides up to $2 of Commonwealth money
for every $1 of private investment (later adjusted progressively to $1 for every $1). When a fund
makes a return, the Commonwealth and the private investors expect repayment of capital, plus
interest, calculated at the long-term bond rate. In addition, excess profits (that is, profits after the
return of capital plus interest) are typically distributed as follows:
•

10 per cent to the Commonwealth;

•

72 per cent to the private investors; and

Y

18 per cent to the fund managers.

By mid-2013 $156M had been returned to the Commonwealth from the IIF program.
From 2011 the program ceased to have a bias towards first time fund managers.
The IIF program supported 16 fund managers who now either directly or indirectly through funds
created by their former staff represent more than half of the 60 venture funds operating in Australia.
Since 2011 all IIFs have been structured as ESVCLPs.
The IIF program demonstrates:
1. That Government involvement can help attract private capital to invest.
2. That the program resulted in the formation of a number of professional management teams.
3.

That a program such as this can back notable companies that create jobs and exports.

4.

That Government

can

receive a positive return from its involvement. The Commonwealth

has received more than $120M above the capital invested in the first two rounds of the
program.

Biomedical Translation Fund (BTF)
In late 2015 the Commonwealth Government announced that the Biomedical Translation Fund
would be created as a 'late stage' venture capital fund under the IIF model to support innovative
biomedical companies. Three fund managers raised private capital to match the government's
$250M contribution leading to a total $500M pool of capital.
Two of the three funds are structured as ESVCLPs.
All three funds are based in the eastern states and of the fourteen investments made to date none
have been to companies based in South Australia. .

Data on First Time Fund Managers
This is shown in these two charts:
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Fig. 2: Risk/Return Profile of Venture CapiU l Funds (Vintages 2006-2014)
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Oates, Jennifer (DPC)
McDowell, Jim (DPC)
Monday, 17 June 2019 7:46 AM
Whalley, Jim
RE: Brief report on SAVCF

From:
Sent:

To:
Subject:

Thanks Jim. You haven't sent it before. Jim
From: Whalley, Jim <jim.whalley@novasystems.com >
Sent: Sunday, 16 June 2019 11:58 PM
To: McDowell, Jim (DPC) <Jim.McDowell@sa.gov.au>
Subject: FW: Brief report on SAVCF
Jim,
I thought I had sent this to you last week but have just had a look through my sent items and cant find it. If this is
the second copy please accept my apologies.
Some useful observations and good follow up to our conversation with Marty.
Cheers,
J

Jim Whalley
Group Executive Director
Nova Group
27-31 London Road
Mile End South SA 5031 Australia
www.novagroup.com.au
+618 8252 7100

NOVA SYSTEMS
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The information contained in this E-Mail and any subsequent correspondence is private and is intended solely for the listed recipient(s). For those other than
the recipient any disclosure, copying, distribution, or any action taken or omitted to be taken in reliance on such information is prohibited and may be unlawful.
Please consider the environment before printing this email

From: Marty Gauvin <marty.gauvin(cDvirtualarl<.com>
Sent: Saturday, 1 June 2019 12:26 PM
To: Whalley, Jim <jim.whalley@novasystems.com >
Subject: Brief report on SAVCF
Hi Jim,
The attached attempts to clarify the issues with the current model for SAVCF. Please let me know if there are any
bits that don't make sense and I'll put out a fresh draft.
Feel free to call if that's easier.
Regards,
Marty
1
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Marty Gauvin
President and CEO

Office

+61 872000800

email: marty.gauvin@virtualark.com

Mobile
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skype: marty.gauvin.virtualark
web: www.virtualark.com
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SAVCF
A Review — June 2019

Background
During 2015 and 2016, the South Australian Government engaged Redfire Consulting Group to
provide advice on how to increase the level of entrepreneurial activity in South Australia. In
particular they were engaged to evaluate the South Australian early stage innovation ecosystem and
Government funded programs. The final report in this series was published in January 2016.
In July 2017 the Wetherill Government of South Australia announced the formation of the South
Australian Venture Capital Fund (SAVCF) a $50M fund to help build dynamic and innovative earlystage companies to accelerate their growth to a national and global scale.
The SAVCF is designed to:
•
•
•

enable innovative South Australian ventures to secure funding and accelerate growth into
national and global markets, stimulating economic activity and job creation
strengthen the competitiveness of local early-stage entrepreneurs and companies to attract
private sources of co-investment from national and international investors, and
earn a commercial rate of return for investors, including the South Australian Government,
and commensurate with industry standards for early-stage venture capital funds.

The SAVCF has been structured as a co-investment fund, requiring each initial investment into an
eligible company to be matched with at least 50% investment from other venture capital funds, high
net-worth's or other sophisticated investors.
Clause 7(1)(b) and (c)

This document is concerned with the outcomes and design of the SAVCF component.

Current Investment Criteria
Market size —A large addressable market, preferably global, but domestic opportunities to be
considered if the potential market size is sufficiently large.
Serving a market need — A product or service offering with a demonstrated ability to meet an
existing or emerging market need (preferably through demonstrated sales to arms-length customers
and rapid revenue growth).
Competitive advantage — A clear thesis on the sources of the business' competitive advantage, and
the sustainability/defensibility of this competitive advantage, e.g. intellectual property protection;
network economics; brand; economies of scale.
Highly scalable — Ability to scale rapidly in a capital efficient way
Strong, aligned management team — Led by a very high quality management team (preferably with
a track record of building and exiting early stage businesses) with strong alignment around strategy,
exit timelines, and personal values, and a strong commitment to active involvement from Blue Sky.
Clear exit path — A clear path to a liquidity event, through a trade sale, IPO, secondary transaction or
alternative exit mechanism, with a clear and credible buyer universe and potential returns
commensurate with the risk being taken
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7(1)(b)&(c)

Addressing market failure
The market failure, is described by Redfire is:

"There is no active venture capital industry, or the presence of external venture
capital managers, in South Australia. Local companies must therefore be capable
of attracting investment from venture managers outside of South Australia. While
it is true that the good companies generally are able to source investment, it is
also true that it is harder for South Australian companies to attract the interest of
external venture managers. Good companies are at risk of not being able to
source investment by virtue of geographic location. Hence, the propensity of
many local companies to relocate to other States or overseas.
There is a need to develop local access to venture capital investment and
investment management capability within South Australia."

Clause 7(1)(b) & (c)
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Clause 7(1)(b) & (c)
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Clause 7(1)(b) & (c)
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Clause 7(1)(b) & (c)

M Gauvin
1 June 2019
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